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This test is in 4 sections. 
1. Preflight inspection of model  (must pass) 

2. Oral test of club rules and safety issues (must pass 12 of 15 questions),  

3. Preflight procedures test  (must pass) 

4. Flight test  (must pass) 

 

 

 

Section 1.  Preflight Inspection of model  (must pass) 
 

Element Pass Fail 

All radio equipment is secured in the model and protected against engine vibration *   

Push rods, ball links, clevises, servo arms, are secure. Retainers in place *   

All controls are effective, check especially for binding links, or slowing of servos, or battery voltage 

drop when operating * 

  

Engine and muffler are mounted securely *   

Propellor has no cracks or damage *   

Wings are mounted firmly, bracing wires secure *   

There are no loose or missing nuts or bolts *   

Receiver battery pack is suitable (single cells not recommended) *   

All hinged flying surfaces are secure *   

CG is in correct position (if rearward, correct before flying) *   

Critical structure has no cracks or significant warps *   

Radio and switch free from fuel and oil *   

Security of cowlings, undercarriage, wheels #   

(Source       * = MFNZ checklist,  # = KAMCI checklist)  



Section 2.  Oral  Test 
 

2.1   Local rules  (must demonstrate a satisfactory understanding) – see flying rules for details 

Element Pass Fail 

Hours of operation                                                                          (A. -Queen Elizabeth Park  8am – 8pm)   

No-fly zones                                                                                         (A. - to west of flight line, above pits)   

Height restrictions                                                       (A. - 650feet above strip, 500feet north of stream)   

Behaviour in pits                                                                (A. - no taxiing in pits, no taxiing towards pits)   

Emergency landing areas                                                                                    (A. at each end of runway)   

Requirements for observers                                (A. - needed if more than one pilot or above 400 feet)   

Max number of A/C flying                                                                                                                       (A.- 5)   

 

2.2    Model Aeroplane Operations and Safety   (must pass 12 of 15 questions) 

(This is to check the applicant’s general understanding of model aeroplanes and safety measures. The examiner should 

select  15 questions from the list below, appropriate to the style of modelling. A pass rate of 80%  (12 questions) is 

required.    All questions taken from MFNZ manual) 

 

 Pass Fail 

Explain why models should be restrained whilst starting   

How should the receiver battery status be checked before flying ?   

What is the purpose of a transmitter “range “ check before flying ?   

Describe the frequency control system in common use   

Describe two safe tools that can be used to start an IC engine   

Describe the pre flight checks that should be done on an airframe before flying   

Why do we check the control surface integrity and direction before flying ?   

Why is it good practice to disconnect the motor battery on an electric model whilst in the pits?.   

Why is it good practice to test a receiver battery using a load tester ?   

Explain why it is good practice to cycle Nicad or Nimh receiver battery packs   

Why do modellers “pin” the control surface hinges ?   

When checking a model prior to flying describe the aspects you would be looking for or checking   

Why do we not fly behind the flight line or over the pits ?   

Describe two types of control clevis retainers   

Describe flight line etiquette   

Describe Pitch and Yaw of an aircraft   

What happens when a model stalls and the best way to attempt to correct a stall ?   

Describe the role of an observer   

What is the best action to take when experiencing an engine failure on take off ?   

Describe the importance of the correct centre of gravity on an aircraft   

How do you check the centre of gravity of a model whilst on the ground ?   

What is the best action to take when an engine stops in mid flight ?   

Describe the function of a glow plug in a glow engine   

When starting an engine (IC or electric) where should you insist bystanders position themselves in 
relation to the model ? 

  

Why is it good practice to balance propellers ?   

What do you look for when checking the condition of a propeller ?   

How do you find out if a receiver battery pack has reduced capacity ?   

What is the likely consequence of too steep a climb out during takeoff  ?   

What is aileron differential ?   

Explain what is meant by dual rates on a transmitter and how does this affect the control surfaces?   

Explain what is meant by exponential function on a transmitter?   

What is the effect of low airspeed on rudder and aileron control ?   

Explain the precautions associated with charging Lithium Polymer Batteries   

What precautions should be taken before starting an electric model?   

Discuss disorientation and correction   

 

  



Section 3.  Preflight Procedures Test 
Element Pass Fail 

Correct frequency peg attached to transmitter  *   

Radio switches on, battery checked  *   

Basic radio range check *   

Check controls for full and free travel and correct sense  *, correct trims #   

Electric model isolation/starting procedures  (battery disconnect, throttle back, battery safety)  *   

Restraint of model  #   

Start motor, awareness of propeller arc *, tune motor, check for reliability at full throttle and idle. #   

Wind direction, takeoff direction and traffic direction. #   

(Source       * = MFNZ checklist,     # = KAMCI checklist) 

 

 

Section 4.   Flight Test 
(Circuit and landing directions determined by wind direction) 

Element Detail Pass Fail 

Takeoff Student able to describe the procedure for “flame out” on takeoff 
Model maintains straight path down runway 
Model  gains plenty of speed before takeoff 
Climb out not to be too steep. Maintains straight directional heading 
Constant rate of climb maintained and then gentle turn into circuit 

  

Level flight Model must pass up centre of runway maintaining constant heading 
Constant speed and height maintained for 100m or 10 seconds 

  

Figure 8 Model approaches straight and level 
Cross over point is in front of pilot 
Turns are of approx equal radius 
Manoeuvre does not move down wind 
Exit is at same height and heading as entry 

  

Stall Angle of attack is increased until model stalls 
Nose is dropped and speed increased before returning to level flight 
Any loss of heading is corrected 

  

Circuits, with 
landing 
approach into 
wind with 
overshoot 

Minimum 2 circuits, model straight and level,  All turns  90 degree, All sides 
straight  
Descent doesn’t start before up wind leg 
Model maintains constant rate of descent and constant heading 
Model is lined up on strip at exit of final circuit turn 
At approx 3 m above ground level power is applied and climb commenced 
Heading remains constant throughout descent, power change, and climb out 
Climb out is at constant rate of climb. 

  

Procedure 
Turn 

Model approaches straight and level 
Turns are of approx equal radius 
Manoeuvre does not move downwind 
Exit is at same height and heading as entry 

  

Circuits with 
downwind 
landing 
approach with 
overshoot  

Minimum 2 circuits model straight and level ,All turns 90 degrees ,All sides 
straight  
Model is lined up on strip at exit of final circuit turn 
Heading remains constant throughout descent, power change, and climb out 
Climb out is at constant rate of climb. 

  

Landing, 
power on into 
wind  

Procedure turn if necessary to ensure landing approach into wind 
Descent doesn’t start before down wind leg 
Model is lined up on strip at exit of final circuit turn 
Rate of descent and heading remain constant 
Model is gently flared and touches down with minimum of bounce 
Model maintains heading while rolling to a stop 

  

 


